
On indued-universal graphs for the lass of bounded-degreegraphsLouis Esperet∗ Arnaud Labourel† Pasal Ohem‡April 17, 2008AbstratFor a family F of graphs, a graph U is said to be F-indued-universal if every graphof F is an indued subgraph of U . We give a onstrution for an indued-universal graphfor the family of graphs on n verties with degree at most k. For k even, our indued-universal graph has O(nk/2) verties and for k odd it has O(n⌈k/2⌉−1/k log2+2/k n) verties.This onstrution improves a result of Butler by a multipliative onstant fator for theeven ase and by almost a multipliative n1/k fator for the odd ase. We also onstrutindued-universal graphs for the lass of oriented graphs with bounded inoming andoutgoing degree, slightly improving another result of Butler.1 IntrodutionAll graphs are assumed to be without loops or multiples edges. For a graph G we denote by
V (G) its vertex set and by E(G) its edge or ar set. Our terminology is standard and anyunde�ned term an be found in standard theory books [11℄.For a �nite family F of graphs, a graph U is said to be F-universal if every graph in
F is a subgraph of U . For instane, if we denote by Fn the family of all graphs with atmost n verties, then the omplete graph Kn is Fn-universal. The universal graph problemonsists in �nding a n-vertex universal graph with the minimal number of edges for spei�subfamilies of Fn. This problem was originally motivated by iruit design for omputerhips [4℄. Several families of graphs have been studied for this problem, inluding forests [10℄,bounded-degree forests [2, 3℄, and bounded-degree graphs [1℄.The notion of indued-universal graph an be similarly de�ned. For a family F of graphs,a graph U is F-indued-universal if every graph in F is an indued subgraph of U . Theindued-universal graph problem onsists in �nding an indued-universal graph of the minimalnumber of verties for spei� subfamilies of Fn. The family Fn itself was onsidered byMoon [13℄, while Chung onsidered trees, planar graphs, and graphs with bounded arboriityon n verties [9℄.The indued-universal problem is strongly related to a notion of distributed data strutureknown as adjaeny labeling sheme or impliit representation. An impliit representation for
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a family F of graphs onsists of two funtions: a labeling funtion that assigns labels to theverties of any graph of F and an adjaeny funtion that determines the adjaeny betweentwo verties only by looking at their labels. The problem of �nding an impliit representationwith small labels for spei� families of graphs was �rst introdued by Breuer [6, 7℄.Kannan, Naor and Rudih [12℄ established the strong relation between the two problemsby proving that the existene of an impliit representation using k(n) bits per vertex fora family Fn is equivalent to the existene of an Fn-indued-universal graph with 2k(n) verties.In this paper, we fous on indued-universal graphs for bounded-degree graphs. We on-strut an indued-universal graph for the family Fk,n of n-vertex graphs of degree at most
k. For k even, our indued-universal graph has O(nk/2) verties and for k odd our indued-universal graph has O(n⌈k/2⌉−1/k log2+2/k n) verties. Our result for graphs with maximumdegree k ≡ 0 (mod 2) is dedued from a onstrution similar to that of [8℄ but with animprovement of the base graph of the onstrution (Setion 3). Atually, our F2,n-indued-universal graph forming the basis of the onstrution has 5n/2 + O(1) verties while the bestlower bound known for the order of suh graphs is 11n/6 + Ω(1). Our result for graphs withmaximum degree k ≡ 1 (mod 2) is dedued from a reent result of Alon and Capalbo [1℄ onuniversal graphs for bounded-degree graphs, ombined with a onstrution of [9℄ that givesan interesting onnetion between indued-universal graphs and universal graphs (Setion 4).Given that the best known lower bound for the number of verties of an Fk,n-indued-universalgraph is Ω(nk/2) [8℄, our result for k even is tight up to a multipliative onstant and our resultfor k odd is equal to O(n1/2−1/k log2+2/k n) times the lower bound. We also give a generaliza-tion of our result for oriented graphs of bounded degree (Setion 5). In Setion 6, we show howto onstrut an indued-universal graph for all orientations of the graphs of a family F , onlyusing a spei� F-indued-universal graph. We onlude the paper with some open problems(Setion 7).2 A small indued-universal graph for graphs with degree atmost twoOur main onern here is to �nd an Fk,n-indued-universal graphs for every k. We �rstinvestigate the ase k = 2.

⌊

n
2

⌋

+5 tiles joined in seriesFigure 1: The F2,n-indued-universal graph Un.Lemma 1 The graph Un depited in Figure 1 is an F2,n-indued-universal graph.Proof. It is su�ient to prove that any graph G ∈ F2,n is an indued subgraph of the graph
Un depited in Figure 1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let ni be the number of onneted omponents of G2



with i verties. The degree of G is bounded by 2 so G ontains n1 isolated verties, n2 disjoint
K2's, and for i ≥ 3, ni yles or paths of i verties. We embed the onneted omponents of
G into Un from left to right after having sort them by inreasing size. The graph Un is madeof yles of size 5 alled tiles that are joined in series by 4 edges. Let us prove that we anembed all the onneted omponents of G in an indued way using at most ⌊

n
2

⌋

+ 5 tiles.
• The embedding of the stable set of size n1, using ⌈

n1

2

⌉

+ 1 tiles.
⌈

n1
2

⌉

+1 tiles

• The embedding of n2 K2's, using n2 + 1 tiles.
n2 +1 tiles

• The embedding of n3 onneted omponents of size 3, using n3 + 1 tiles.
n3 +1 tiles

• The embedding of n4 onneted omponents of size 4, using 2n4 + 1 tiles.
2n4 +1 tiles

• The embedding of n5 onneted omponents of size 5, using 2n5 tiles.
2n5 tiles

• For k ≥ 3, the embedding of n2k onneted omponents of size 2k, using kn2k tiles.
k−1 tiles k−1 tiles3



• For k ≥ 3, the embedding of n2k+1 onneted omponents of size 2k + 1, using kn2k+1tiles.
k−1 tiles k−1 tilesObserve that for eah i the embedding of onneted omponents of size i is indued.Moreover, at the end of the embedding of all onneted omponents of size i, there is a tile inwhih no vertex of G is embedded. So, there are no edges of Un between the embeddings oftwo onneted omponents of di�erent sizes. Hene, the embedding of G into Un is indued.It remains to upper bound the number l of tiles used by suh an embedding.

l =
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2
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⌋ , sine n
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ini = n and the number of tiles is an integer.
2A natural question is to investigate whether this onstrution is optimal. We now provethat it is optimal up to a onstant multipliative fator of approximately 3

2 .Claim 1 Every F2,n-indued-universal graph has at least 11
⌊

n
6

⌋ verties.Proof. Let n ∈ N be a multiple of 6. Let Hn be the family ontaining the following threegraphs:
• the stable set of n verties,
• the disjoint union of n/2 K2,
• the disjoint union of n/3 K3.

· · · · · ·· · ·

n/6 K2n/3 K3 n/2 K1Figure 2: An indued subgraph of Un.Note that these three graphs have n verties and degree at most two. Let Un be an
Hn-indued-universal graph. Then Un must ontain n/3 triangles as indued subgraphs.4



Sine eah of the triangles intersets at most one indued K2, the graph Un must ontain anindued mathing of size at least n/2 − n/3 = n/6 disjoint from the triangles. Sine eah
K2 and eah triangle ontains at most one isolated vertex as an indued subgraph, Un mustontain a stable set of size n − n/3 − n/6 = n/2 disjoint from the triangles and the induedmathing (see Figure 2). Eventually, Un has at least 3n/3 + 2n/6 + n/2 = 11n/6 verties andso any F2,n-indued-universal graph needs 11 ⌊n/6⌋ verties beause H6⌊n/6⌋ ⊆ F2,n. 2We believe that the results in this setion are not sharp. Indeed, we onjeture that thereexists an F2,n-indued-universal graph with 2n + o(n) verties, and that this is optimal.3 Indued-universal graphs for graphs with even maximum de-greeWe now use our onstrution of an F2,n-indued-universal graph to onstrut an Fk,n-indued-universal graph for k even (the same method was already used in [8℄).Theorem 1 Let k ≥ 2 be an even integer. There is an Fk,n-indued-universal graph Uk,nsuh that

|V (Uk,n)| = (1 + o(1))

(

5n

2

)k/2 and |E(Uk,n)| =

(

9k

10
+ o(1)

)(

5n

2

)k−1

.Proof. To prove this theorem, we �rst redue the problem to the onstrution of an F2,n-indued-universal graph. Petersen [14℄ proved that any k-regular graph with k even an bedeomposed into k/2 edge-disjoint graphs of degree at most 2. In [9℄, Chung proved that fortwo families of graphs F and H suh that any graph of F an be deomposed into k graphsof H, if we have an H-indued-universal graph W , we an onstrut an F-indued-universalgraph U suh that:
|V (U)| = |V (W )|k and |E(U)| = k|V (W )|2k−2|E(W )|.Using Lemma 1, we onstrut an F2,n-indued-universal graph Un with |V (Un)| = 5

2n +
O(1) and |E(Un)| = 9

2n + O(1). Therefore, using the fat that any graph of Fk,n an bedeomposed into k/2 graphs of F2,n, we obtain an Fk,n-indued-universal graph Uk,n suhthat:
|V (Uk,n)| = |V (U)|k/2 =

(

5

2

)k/2

nk/2 + o(nk/2)

|E(Uk,n)| =
k

2
|V (U)|k−2|E(U)| =

k

2
·
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nk−1 + o(nk−1).
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4 Indued-universal graphs for graphs with odd maximum de-greeTo the best of your knowledge, there is no good result on edge deomposition for graphsbelonging to Fk,n with k odd. Nevertheless, we an use Uk+1,n as an Fk,n-indued-universalgraph sine Fk,n ⊂ Fk+1,n. The graph obtained is from a multipliative fator of O(n1/2)of the best known lower bound for the number of verties of Fk,n-indued-universal graphs.We now show how to redue the gap between lower and upper bounds with a onstrutiondedued from universal graphs.Theorem 2 Let k ≥ 3 be an odd integer. There is an Fk,n-indued-universal graph Uk,n suhthat
|V (Uk,n)| = c1(k)n⌈k/2⌉−1/k log2+2/k n and |E(Uk,n)| = c2(k)nk−2/k log4+4/k nProof. The indued-universal graph is dedued from the Fk,n-universal graph obtained byAlon and Capalbo [1℄, using a result of Chung [9℄ that gives a general onstrution of anindued-universal graph from an universal graph.The onstrution of Chung [9℄ depends on the degree of the universal graph and the ar-boriity of graphs of the family. Indeed, if we onsider a family Ar of graphs with arboriity atmost r and an Ar-universal graph G, then the onstrution produes an Ar-indued-universalgraph H suh that :
|V (H)| =

∑

v∈V (G)

(dG(v) + 1)r and |E(H)| =
∑

uv∈E(G)

(dG(u) + 1)rdG(v)r−1.The arboriity of graphs of the family Fk,n is at most ⌈k/2⌉. Moreover, the Fk,n-universalgraph desribed in [1℄ has degree at most c(k)n2−2/k log4/k n. Hene, there is an indued-universal graph Uk,n for the family Fk,n = A⌈k/2⌉ suh that:
|V (Uk,n)| =

∑

v∈V (Hk,n)

(dHk,n
(v) + 1)⌈k/2⌉

≤ |V (Hk,n)|(2dHk,n
)⌈k/2⌉

≤ n(2c(k)n1−2/k log4/k n)⌈k/2⌉

≤ c1(k)n⌈k/2⌉−1/k log2+2/k n , where c1(k) = (2c(k))⌈k/2⌉

|E(Uk,n)| =
∑

uv∈E(Hk,n)

(dHk,n
(u) + 1)⌈k/2⌉dHk,n

(v)⌈k/2⌉−1

≤ |E(Hk,n)|(2dHk,n
)⌈k/2⌉(dHk,n

)⌈k/2⌉−1

≤ c(k)n2−2/k log4/k n(2c(k)n1−2/k log4/k n)⌈k/2⌉(c(k)n1−2/k log4/k n)⌈k/2⌉−1

≤ c2(k)nk−2/k log4+4/k , where c2(k) = (2c(k))k+1.
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5 Indued-universal graphs for bounded-degree oriented graphsAn orientation −→
G of a graph G onsists in assigning to every edge of G one of its two possibleorientations. −→G is alled an oriented graph and by de�nition, it annot have loops nor oppositears. The onstrution of Setion 3 an be easily generalized to the family Ok,n of all theorientations of the graphs from F2k,n having inoming and outgoing degree at most k. Indeed,any graph of Ok,n an be deomposed into k graphs of O1,n [14℄ and the onstrution ofindued universal graph using deomposition works in the oriented ase.Theorem 3 There is an Ok,n-indued-universal oriented graph −−→

Ok,n suh that
|V (

−−→
Ok,n)| = (1 + o(1)) (3n)k and |E(

−−→
Ok,n)| = (2k + o(1)) (3n)2k−1 .Proof. The onstrution of an indued-universal graph for Ok,n is almost the same as theonstrution for F2k,n presented in Setion 3. Any graphs with outgoing and inoming degreeat most k an be deomposed into k edge-disjoint graphs having outgoing and inoming degreeat most 1 [14℄. Let −→

On be the graph depited in Figure 3. If −→On is O1,n-indued-universalthen, using the onstrution of Chung [9℄, we an onstrut an Ok,n-indued-universal graph
−−→
Ok,n having |V (

−−→
Ok,n)| = (1 + o(1)) (3n)k verties and |E(

−−→
Ok,n)| = (2k + o(1)) (3n)2k−1 edges.So, the only thing we need to prove is that −→On is O1,n-indued-universal.

⌊

n
2

⌋

+5 tiles joined in seriesFigure 3: The O1,n-indued-universal graph −→
On.Let −→

G be any graph of O1,n. The onneted omponents of −→G are either direted paths(oriented paths with exatly one sink and one soure) or direted yles (oriented yles withno soure). We embed −→
G in −→

On almost the same way we embedded graphs of F2,n in Un inSetion 2. The only di�erenes are for the embeddings of onneted omponents of size 3 ormore that slightly di�er from the non-oriented ase.
• The embedding of n3 onneted omponents of size 3, using n3 + 1 tiles.

n3 +1 tiles

• The embedding of n4 onneted omponents of size 4, using 2n4 + 1 tiles.
2n4 +1 tiles7



• The embedding of n5 onneted omponents of size 5, using 2n5 + 1 tiles.
2n5 +1 tiles

• For k ≥ 3, the embedding of n2k onneted omponents of size 2k, using kn2k tiles.
k−1 tiles k−1 tiles

• For k ≥ 3, the embedding of n2k+1 onneted omponents of size 2k + 1, using kn2k+1tiles.
k−1 tiles k−1 tilesWe use for embeddings exatly the same number of tiles as for the non-oriented ase, sothe graph −→

On has also ⌊

n
2

⌋

+ 5 tiles. 26 From indued-universal graphs to oriented indued-universalgraphsIn Setion 5, we onstruted an indued-universal graph for a family of orientations of graphsin F2,n by orienting the edges and adding some verties to the non-oriented indued-universalgraph. Let F be a family of graphs and −→
F be a family of orientations of graphs from F .One may ask if, taking an F-indued-universal graph U , it is always possible to onstrut an

−→
F -indued-universal graph −→

U .Given two graphs G and H, a homomorphism from G to H is a mapping f : V (G) → V (H)satisfying [x, y] ∈ E(G) ⇒ [f(x), f(y)] ∈ E(H). In fat, the onstrution is possible ifthere is a graph −→
H into whih eah graph of −→

F has a homomorphism. In this ase, thegraph −→
H is said to be an −→

F -universal graph for homomorphism. For instane, the diretedyle of length three is an universal graph for homomorphism for the family of orientationof trees. The graph −→
U an be obtained by making a speial produt of the two graphs −→

Hand U . The oriented tensor produt G ×
−→
H of a non-oriented graph G and an orientedgraph −→

H is de�ned to have vertex set V (G ×
−→
H ) = V (G) × V (

−→
H ) and ar set E(G ×

−→
H ) =

{

[(x, u), (y, v)] | xy ∈ E(G) and uv ∈ E(
−→
H )

}.Theorem 4 Let U and −→
H be two graphs. If U is F-indued-universal and −→

H is −→F -universalfor homomorphism then U ×
−→
H is −→F -indued-universal.8



Proof. It su�es to show that we an embed an arbitrary graph −→
G ∈

−→
F as an induedsubgraph of U ×

−→
H . Let v ∈

−→
G . There is a homomorphism of −→G to −→

H sine −→H is −→F -universalfor homomorphism. We denote by h(v) ∈ V (
−→
H ) the vertex into whih v is mapped. Ifwe forget about the orientation, we an embed −→

G into U sine U is F-indued-universal.Let u(v) ∈ V (U) denote the vertex into whih v is embedded. The embedding of −→G into
U ×

−→
H onsists in embedding eah vertex v of G into the vertex (u(v), h(v)) of U ×

−→
H . Theembedding is orret in the sense that if there is an ar [x, y] in −→

G then there is an ar
[(u(x), h(x)), (u(y), h(y))] in U ×

−→
H . Indeed, there is an edge [u(x), u(y)] in U due to thenon-oriented embedding of −→G into U and an ar [h(x), h(y)] in −→

H due to the mapping of −→Ginto −→
H . Moreover, the embedding is indued. Indeed, if two verties x and y of G are notadjaent then u(x) and u(y) are not adjaent in U beause the non-oriented embedding of

−→
G into U is indued. So, by onstrution, (u(x), h(x)) and (u(y), h(y)) are not adjaent in
U ×

−→
H . 2Families suh as trees, planar graphs, partial 2-trees, outerplanar graphs, and sububigraphs are known to have universal graphs for homomorphism with onstant number of verties[5, 15℄. So for these families, indued-universal graphs and indued-universal oriented graphshave asymptotially the same order.7 Conluding remarks and open problemsIn Setion 2, we proved that a minimal F2,n-indued-universal graph has at least 11n/6+Ω(1)verties, and at most 5n/2 + O(1) verties. The natural question that arises is whether it ispossible to redue the gap between 5/2 and 11/6 for the multipliative onstant. This questionseems to be quite di�ult, even though graphs of F2,n have a very simple struture. For k odd,if we drop the polylogarithmi fator, there remains a multipliative fator of n1/2−1/k betweenthe lower and the upper bound for the number of verties in a minimal Fk,n-indued-universalgraph. An interesting problem would be to lower this fator, espeially for large values of

k. In our onstrution, for k even, our Fk,n-indued-universal graph have maximum degree
4k/2 depending only on k whereas for k odd, it has maximum degree c2(k)nk−1−2/k log4+4/k n.Considering that for k even our onstrution is almost tight whereas for k odd it is not, weonjeture that Fk,n-indued-universal graphs with minimal number of verties and edges havedegree only depending on k. In other words, we onjeture that there is a funtion f(k) suhthat the existene of a Fk,n-indued-universal graph Uk,n implies that there exists another onewith at most the same number of verties, but with degree at most f(k).A more general problem onerning indued-universal graphs should be to solve theindued-universal version of the impliit graph onjeture of Kannan, Naor and Rudih [12℄:Conjeture 1 (Impliit Graph Conjeture (indued-universal version)) Everyhereditary lass of graphs whih ontains 2O(n log n) graphs on n verties admits an indued-universal graph with nO(1) verties.Solving this onjeture seems rather di�ult even if it is known that families of graphslosed by taking minor ful�ll the onjeture sine they admit indued-universal graph of nO(1)verties. 9
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